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Cat-Nr: BICYCLEBOY

Bicycle Boy

Artikel info:-

	At the beginning they were just rivals on the street, but then
they became rivals on the mats. Ramon nearly crashed into
Knut&#39;s car so the situation turned into beef. They had a
little fight on a lawn. Knut was able to throw Ramon in the
trunk of his car. He drove to the Fightplace-Headquarter with
the special lading. Then the got him free to went down to the
basement. Here he wanted to continue the fight in a fair
match on the mats, dog eats dog without any troubles. He
want to show Ramon his borders. We notice that Knut
changed. He wanted to change his &quot;loser image&quot;
by all available means, to establish himself as a true fighter. In
his past fights you could notice that and it continued in
&quot;Bicycle Boy&quot;. And you see: he is able to be a
good fighter, if he is in the right mood. Combative, very
flexible and full of stamina. Ramon didn&#39;t expected that,
so he had to endure some hard confrontations. They grabbed
each other to throw the opponent down the floor or smash
against a wall. They performed some long holds, nobody
wanted to give up. Both of out fighters are very tenacious.
This confrontation is very exciting and nice to watch, too. The
little powerhouse Ramon vs the slim, more petite Knut
performed an awesome fight. They showed us nearly every
common move. A nice mix of powerful and fast scenes and
torturing holds. If they got desperate, they showed us some
nipple twister, ballgrabs and gut punching. Knut, who was
wearing a tight, orange speedo had to endure some hard
wedgies. But we will not tell you who the winner of this match
is. The little powerhouse Ramon, just 16 years of age, or
Knut, 21 years of age, who is an experienced, flexible fighter.

Play length approx - 42 min.

	

		
	
	

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Bicycle Boy :

shipping method
DVD Shipping, Photo series (- 22,00 EUR ), Download HD.
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